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There is no clear facilitator,

no agenda,  

no purpose, or goal.

There are far too many

people in the room, or on

the call, or not enough.

People aren’t clear on why

they are there.

The chair dominates the

discussion and presents

rather than facilitates.

Materials show up at the

meeting, during, after, or

not at all. 

No one, or a number of

people, or everyone “runs”

the meeting. 

The agenda is nonexistent

or impossibly long.

Expectations are unclear. 

We wait and wait and wait

No one takes any official

notes.

It is unclear whether

decisions are expected. If

participants don’t know

what input is required, it is

harder to guarantee a good

result. 

 

The meeting only happens if  

it is needed.

Only the people who need to

be there are there and they

know what is required of

them. 

If the chair needs to contribute

heavily to the meeting they

assign someone else to chair

the meeting.  

Materials are sent out in

enough time for people to

digest them. 

Everyone knows who is

running the meeting.

There is an agenda, but it isn’t

long, it’s doable. 

The purpose is clear, to decide,

to inform, to discuss, to plan. 

The meeting starts on time no

matter what

Someone takes minutes 

Expectations are clear for each

agenda item. Items can also be

phrased as questions to start

the thinking ahead of time.

Instead of “Northern priorities”

Try, “Are the northern priorities

matching company values?” 

AT EFFECTIVE
MEETINGS: 

AT BAD MEETINGS: 



There is collective fatigue, or

too many opinions, and no

one listening.

There is no control over the

cast of characters:  those

who only point out the

faults in everyone’s ideas,

those who get excited

about everything but can’t

prioritize, those who

interrupt all the time, those

who sit and never, ever

speak.

Phones and laptops pull

attention.

Too heavy on presentations

and information dumping

rather than using the group

in the room.

Conflict is unmanaged

People are disengaged or

blocked from participating 

Decisions cannot be made.

They end badly.

It goes on forever. 

Everyone respects the role of

Chair.

The chair manages the room

while also listening intently.

Everyone is included in the

discussions.

Dissent and alternate

opinions are sought out. 

People know time is short,  

so they focus.

There is respect and trust.

Participants understand why

each of them are required.

Decisions are made.

By the end of the meeting

actions items are read out

and everyone knows who is

going to do what and by

when. 

Minutes are sent quickly

The meeting ends early. 

AT EFFECTIVE

MEETINGS CONT'D: 

AT BAD MEETINGS

CONT'D: 



EFFECTIVE MEETINGS 

CHECKLIST

The person who needs the meeting to happen,  

who calls it, is also responsible for:  

putting together the agenda 

 

 

inviting participants 

 

 

sending out materials ahead of meeting 

 

 

chairing the meeting or assigning a chair  

 

 

follow up from the meeting 



THE DUTIES OF THE CHAIR

Determine the agenda. Choose a topic that in order to find a
solution you need the input of others.  
 
Determine the length of the meeting. Keep it short. Be
efficient. Respect everyone’s time.   
 
Articulate the outcomes. An outcome might be: A location, a
time and date for the volunteer event and everyone around the
table to commit to at least one task to make it happen.  
 
Be impartial: The chair doesn’t take sides but facilitates a
healthy discussion. Remain neutral in order to benefit fully
from the wisdom around the table. Do more listening than
talking.  
 
Model civility: Everyone is watching the chair for tone and
behavior. Shut down rudeness or disrespect by pulling
everyone’s attention back to what they are there for. Express
respect by acknowledging good ideas, good behaviour, and
compliment what you want to see more of.  
 
List the order of speakers: If everyone is crowding in to speak
at once, make a short list of speakers to order the discussion.
Allow people to be heard fully. 
 
Hear from everyone: If they are there, they must contribute.
Make sure this happens.  
 
Encourage dissent: Look for variance of opinions by asking:
“What haven’t we thought of?” "What could be wrong? " 
 
Keep your eye on the goal: You are working toward your
outcomes in the time you have set.  
 
Summarize: Keep the outcomes top of mind.  



EFFECTIVE MEETINGS 

DON'T ALLOW

Monologues: If people are speaking at length try saying: “Can
you summarize your thoughts?” “We hear your point, and we
need to keep moving” “Thank you now let’s hear from___” 
 
Dismissing of other’s ideas: The chair must model this. To
reinforce this in others, try saying “it will be more effective to
edit later”, “Let’s not let judgement get in our way”, “We need to
focus on what could work, let’s hear all the ideas we have”  
 
Judgement rather than curiosity: The chair can model this by
finding contributions interesting rather than saying no. If there
is a lot of assumptions and judgement in the discussion - say
so. “It doesn’t help if we are making judgements or
assumptions at this point.”  Keep it positive and the
conversation moving toward the goal. Judgement can also
show up in people being unhelpfully offended. If this happens
don’t ignore it but address it immediately with curiosity and
direction.  
 
Private conversations: Get in there fast, “Carrie, Brigitte - we
need you here.”  
 
Catastrophizing: “Let’s be realistic.” "Really? That bad?”, “It isn’t
helping to think the world is ending.” 
 
Distraction by gadgets: Articulate this expectation at the top
of the meeting. Model this and be quick to shut down any
phone peeking. “We need you here, if it is urgent can you take a
call outside?” 
 
Unrelated anecdotes or tangents: “I am not sure this is
relevant”, “This is all interesting but let’s keep the discussion
geared toward the goal of the meeting.” 
 


